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1. Three -Act Narrative Elements
recurring narrative components that can be visualized as unique symbols 
within a single graphic or separate frames within a larger, multi-scene story 

Roth (2021)



2. Genres
the visual or interactive 
technique used to 
enforce linearity in the 
narrative sequence

KraakMJ, RE Roth, B 
Ricker, A Kagawa, & 
G Le Sourd(2020)



3. Tropes
design techniques 
used not to represent 
data, but to enhance 
the narrative

3a. Attention
emphasizing important 
or unusual information 
that cannot be missed 
in the story

Roth (2021)
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Research Questions

1. What is the influence of story map themes and 
their constituent narrative elements on the audience’s 
retention, comprehension, and reaction? 

2. What is the influence of visual storytelling genres on 
the audience’s retention, comprehension, and reaction?

3. What is the influence of visual storytelling tropes on 
the audience’s retention, comprehension, and reaction?

4. What is the influence of individual audience 
differences on their retention, comprehension, and 
reaction?

longforminfographic dynamic slideshow

leader linescolor highlighting
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& S Gao (2022)
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2x2x2 Factorial Design

US presidential campaign donations + leader lines

US sea level rise + color highlighting



Retention

Comprehension

Reaction

Dependent Variables



Individual Differences



Retention
Results



Retention
Results

1. Performance declined with task difficulty (expected)

2. No significant difference in overall retention 
by theme (design not topic matters for recall!)

3. Significant differences in overall retention by 
genres & (to a weaker degree) tropes. Longform 

infographics & leader lines improved recall. 



Comprehension

1. Relatively rich discussion (48% of all elements) 
with relatively few mistakes (12.4%; unexpected)

2. No significant difference in total elements 
discussed by theme, but a weak difference in mistakes

4. No significant differences in total elements or mistakes 
by genres or tropes (unexpected), pointing to the 

difficulty of quantitatively measuring comprehension

3. Nearly all participants discussed the main problem 
with longforminfographics. A small but significant set 

missed the problem with dynamic slideshows. 



Reaction

1. Strongest differences in reaction in “concern” and “upset” by 
theme. Greater valence for US Presidential Campaign Donations 
and general neutrality for US Sea Level Rise story (unfortunate).

2. Significant difference in “upset” with dynamic slideshows, 
which could be used in design for emotional congruence.

3. Significantly more “interest” with leader 
lines, a key measure for focusing attention.



Individual
Differences

1. For retention, familiarity & interest in digital 
technology and design was a greater driver 

than prior beliefs related to the theme.

2. Stronger beliefs and more training 
regarding US Sea Level Rise 

negatively influenced comprehension.

3. Individual differences had the overall 
greatest impact on participant reaction, 

particularly related to the theme.



• Consider three -act narrative elements in 
your visual stories! Our examples serve as a 
template to plan your designs!

• Embrace the scroll and use longform
infographics ! Consider using EsriStory Maps 
instead of PPT Slides for your next presentation!

• Insert leader lines to focus attention on key 
points. Visual accenting is important to enforce 
linearity in an otherwise non-linear story map!

• Story theme and individual differences do impact
the user’s reaction. Future research is needed on 
individual differences to better understand 
how our designs influence diverse audiences!

Take -home 
Points

longforminfographic

leader lines
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1. What is the influence of story map themes and their constituent narrative elements on 
the audience’s retention, comprehension, and reaction? 

• The three-act narrative and constituent narrative elements is an effective way to structure visual storytelling w  
map.

• Story map themes did not impact retention or comprehension but influenced audience reaction.

2. What is the influence of visual storytelling genres on the audience’s retention, comprehension, 
and reaction?

• Longform infographics outperformed dynamic slideshows for on overall retention.

• Longform infographics were more effective for comprehending the main problem of the story.

• Participants were more upset with stories presented as dynamic slideshows.

Conclusions



Conclusions

3. What is the influence of visual storytelling tropes on the audience’s retention, comprehension, 
and reaction?

• Retention significantly improved when narrative elements were accented by leader lines instead of color 
highlighting.

• Leader lines better focus audience attention on important or unusual information in the story, likely because 
they employ the visual variable location.

4. What is the influence of individual audience differences on their retention, 
comprehension, and reaction?

• Familiarity with digital technology and design improves retention. Preference for print actually inhibits 
retention.

• Prior beliefs and training about the story theme has a greater influence on comprehension and reaction.
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US Sea-level Rise Vulnerability + 
Leader lines



US Presidential Campaign Donations
+ Leader lines



US Presidential Campaign Donations
+ Color highlighting
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